
 

 

We affirm, 

 

Resolved: The United Nations should grant India permanent membership on the Security Council. 

 

Our sole contention is Keeping the Peace. 

 

The United Nations charter created the Security Council to maintain international peace and security. 

UN Peacekeepers are a collective of troops and military technology donated by UN members, and the 

main mechanism the UNSC has to keep the peace. 

 

Granting India permanent membership on the Security Council would bolster UN peacekeeping 

operations in thre 

 

First, by pushing for reform. 

  

 Agarwal ‘18 of the Observer Research Foundation writes that India is currently pressing for reforms that 

would shorten peacekeepers’ response time for interventions to just 30 days. Critically, Dabhade ‘17 of 

the Observer Research Foundation argues that giving India permanent membership would empower 

them to influence decision-making over reforms. This is because Hosli ‘11 of Leiden University explains 

that permanent members are able to threaten their exclusive veto power to force negotiations over 

reforms. Thus, Gould ‘16 of the University of Westminster quantifies that permanent members have ten 

times the voting power of non-permanent members.  

 

The impact is reducing delays. 

 

Benson ‘18 of OEF Research outlines that current UN peacekeeping operations take over 10 months to 

deploy, resulting in delays that allow target conflicts to intensify and spread. For example, Onumajuru 

‘05 of the Peace Operations Training Institute finds that the UN’s delay was responsible for the 

escalation of the Rwandan genocide that killed hundreds of thousands. 

 

Second, by vetoing R2P operations. 

 

R2P operations, or responsibility to protect operations, are damaging long-term peacekeeping 

operations that justify violent intervention under the pretense of stability. While traditional 

peacekeeping operations are there to protect civilians and monitor ceasefires, R2P operations entail 

heavily militarized forces that take sides in the conflict. Unfortunately, these sort of interventions are 

favored by the current permanent members. For example, Stuenkel of the Journal on Global Society 

writes that the current permanent council authorized the horrifying intervention into Libya with an R2P 

mandate. 

 

Conversely, Hall ‘13 of the Australian National University explains that India will always reject R2P 

operations because it views them as an encroachment into states’ sovereignty, something it historically 



 

 

rejects due to its own experiences as a colonized state. Granting India a permanent seat would end R2Ps 

for good, as Gunatilleke ‘16 of Verite Research finds that any single permanent member can veto and 

end an R2P operation. 

 

The impact is preventing conflict spillover. 

 

Kuperman ‘13 of the Harvard Belfer Center outlines that in Libya, R2P operations dramatically escalated 

the conflict with high-level military operations, pushing war into neighboring countries like Mali and 

Syria, where the death toll increased tenfold. 

 

Third, by ending operational sabotage. 

 

Mampilly ‘18 of the Journal of African Affairs writes that India is extremely unhappy with the current 

structure of the permanent members’ control over peacekeeping operations, leading it to coercively 

leverage its military contributions to give India more of a say over peacekeeping. Mampilly furthers that 

as India rises, it will only continue to politicize its peacekeepers further, believing that it has a right to 

decision-making. India has ample opportunity to do so in the status quo. For example, Krishnan ‘19 of 

The Hindu writes that 80% of Indian peacekeeping forces are deployed in the Central African Republic 

and Sudanese conflicts. Granting India a permanent seat satisfies its desire to influence decision-making 

over peacekeeping, ending its incentive to undermine operations. Nagar ‘18 of Ashoka University 

confirms that a permanent security council seat for India is the only way to ensure influence over 

peacekeeping for South Asia.  

 

The impact is ensuring mission success. 

 

Mampilly contextualizes that in the cases of Congo and Sudan, India pulled its helicopters from the 

peacekeeping operation abruptly in a power grab for more UNSC influence, dooming the entire mission. 

He continues that this attempt to leverage peacekeeping contributions, and subsequent mission failure, 

exploded the conflict, resulting in hundreds of thousands being displaced and increased violence that 

still drags on today.  

Vira of the Small Wars Journal articulates that even small reductions in India’s contributions could 

degrade the viability of entire missions. 

  Fortna ‘08 of Princeton University finalizes that successful UN peacekeeping operations reduce the 

probability of conflict re-emerging by 75%. 

 

Thus, we affirm. 

  



 

 

Cards 

Agarwal ‘18 - India pushing for reforms that would increase response time to 30 days 

Agarwal, Palav. “70 years of peacekeeping: Achievements, challenges and need for 
reforms.” ORF. 10 December 2018. https://www.orfonline.org/expert-speak/70-
years-of-peacekeeping-achievements-challenges-and-need-for-reforms-46135/ 

India has a long history of cooperation with the UN peacekeeping. One of the earliest peacekeeping missions deployed in India was the UN Military Observer Group 

in India and Pakistan (UNMOGIP) in 1948 itself. India has been at the vanguard of peacekeeping right from 1950 when it supplied medical personnel and troops to 

the UN Repatriation Commission in Korea. Since then, India has participated in 49 missions sending more than 2,08,000 troops. 156 Indians have sacrificed their 

lives in these peacekeeping operations, the largest sacrifice by any troop-contributing nation. India has developed a well-rounded policy for participation in UN 

peacekeeping operations. It has established a training centre in Delhi under the Centre for UN Peacekeeping. This centre has provided the secretariat for 

International Peacekeeping Institutes for almost two decades. This has enhanced its image and it has begun to be accepted as an important player on the world 

stage. Acknowledging India’s contribution, UN secretary general Antonio Guterres said that it would be an understatement to say that India’s contribution to global 

peace has been remarkable. It is against the idea of a more robust peacekeeping and wants greater allocation of funds. India wants that the UNSC 

should decide peacekeeping operations within 30 days or a maximum period of 90 days in order to 

avoid tragedies because of delays. India also wants the involvement of experts from various fields in peacekeeping in order to better deal with 

emerging challenges. There should also be a sound exit policy for peacekeepers. New Delhi has a huge role to play when it comes to introducing reforms to 

peacekeeping. The Declaration of Shared Commitments on UN Peacekeeping Operations, part of the A4P initiative, has highlighted the crucial areas for reforms. For 

instance, improving the safety of peacekeepers, holding them accountable for their actions, strengthening protection provided by peacekeeping forces, and finding 

political solutions to conflicts and enhancing the political impact of peacekeeping. India should take advantage of its rising global stature and should take a lead in 

order to make this arm of the UN more effective.  

Dabhade ‘17 - affirming gives India ability to help mold rules, global hegemon status 

Dabhade, Manish. “India’s pursuit of United Nations Security Council reforms.” ORF. 

15 Dec 2017.  

Foremost in Indian calculus, however, lies the Indian aspiration of the institutionalised big power status the permanent seat in the Security Council would confer on India right away. Being 

a “pen holder” as the permanent member of the Security Council, India would similarly assume the mantle of international peace 

and security decision-making. India sees itself carrying the necessary abilities, actual and potential, which entitles it to a permanent seat at the Counci l. Further, 

the seat on the high table, at the UN’s premier, powerful body would provide it the much needed leverage to expand its global 

geo-political and geo-economic clout. It would serve as an equaliser to China, its rival and an emerging hegemon in Asia, and 

an ever increasing strategic and security concern in its immediate neighbourhood and beyond. India has always seen itself as a democratic 

alternative to the authoritarian China. India’s millennia old civilizational existence also demands it to be at the top of the international hierarchy of states. As 

India’s international profile and capabilities rise due to its ever expanding global and regional footprint in diverse areas such as politics, development, economics, culture and science and 

technology, India wishes to shift its international position from a rule taker  (a constrained role) to a rule maker (a 

system shaping role). The Indian attempts at joining various regimes like the MTCR and the ongoing, high-pitched campaign to join the NSG amply indicate that India is no 

more satisfied with being either the target or a mere follower of various international norms and rules, and now wants to shape and align them to suit Indian ideas and interests. In conclusion, 

and most significantly, Indian hopes significantly rest on an acknowledgement by the UN itself of the need to expand the UNSC. In an interview to The Guardian (2015), former UN Secretary-
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General Kofi Annan said that the Security Council must either reform or risk becoming increasingly irrelevant: “If we don’t change the council, we risk a situation where the primacy of the 

council may be challenged by some of the new emerging countries.”   

Hosli ‘11 - hidden veto gives permanent members significantly more power and sway 

Hosli, Madeleine. “Squaring the Circle? Collective and Distributive Effects of United Nations Security 

Council Reform.” Leiden University. 2011. https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11558-011-9101-1 

//RJ 

 In addition to the formal right of veto, another relevant aspect of power is that of the 'hidden veto ', a 

phrase coined by Céline Nahory (Nahory, 2004). While the use of the veto has decreased since the end of the Cold War, the impact and the 

frequency of informal consultations within the Security Council appear to have increased. The quiet threat of the possible use of 

a veto is now applied behind closed doors.9 Consequently, the wording of a resolution can be weakened by the hidden veto of 

the P-5. An example of this was the draft resolution presented in 2004 by France regarding the protection of children in armed conflict 

(Resolution 1539), the text of which was based on a report of the Secretary General that provided a list of affected countries. The United 

Kingdom and Russia opposed the draft resolution because both Chechnya and Northern Ireland were included in the list, and hence, would be 

monitored if the resolution were to pass. During the so-called closed-door talks, however, the wording was 

changed from ‘armed conflicts’ to ‘situations of concern’, which enabled the Security Council to 

unanimously adopt the resolution. This ‘hidden veto’ is also important in the context of agenda-

setting. It is not possible to cast a veto regarding procedural matters, but threatening to use the veto may result in the withdrawal of an 

issue from the agenda. There may also be a ‘double hidden veto’ in the sense that non-permanent members choose not to address topics on 

which they suspect a hidden veto is likely to be applied. Clearly, these informal patterns affect the more formal rules of voting in the Security 

Council. However, the formal rules also structure the opportunities and constraints for patterns of informal negotiations.  
 

 

 

Gould ‘16 - 10x power as a permanent member than nonpermanent 

http://eprints.whiterose.ac.uk/104341/7/art%253A10.1007%252Fs11127-016-0368-

x.pdf?fbclid=IwAR1lya8QA_Rq3fF2cTrX-kpJLtYBAT17JYGOmpniDkm4NnitQqkb7vqbmYc 
23 In this instance, both measures also then correspond to the ‘‘absolute Bz index for ternary voting games’’of Felsentha l and Machover (1997).24 In contrast, if all 

voting possibilities are assumed equally probable, we obtain xPM & 0.10 andxOM & 0.05, implying that a PM receives almost exactly twice the voting power of a 

NPM. When, as in much of the existing literature, the UNSC’s decision rule is modelled as binary then xPM & 0.167 andxOM & 0.017, which implies that a PM 

has around ten times more voting power than a NPM. 

 

Benson ‘18 - delays dramatically increase conflict as sides entrench or conflict spreads, on-time PKOs 

reduce violence but delayed PKOs result in violence against civilians before PKOs arrive to maximize 

damage 

Benson, Jay. “Faster Force Deployment: How to Make UN Peacekeeping More 

Effective.” OEF Research. 26 Feb 2016. https://oefresearch.org/think-peace/five-

ways-un-peacekeeping-more-effective-faster-force-deployment 

UN peacekeeping missions are often slow to deploy. Over the last 25 years, UN peacekeeping missions have taken an 

average of ten months to reach peak deployment. That is ten months in which the UN may have declared a conflict a crisis of global priority, but 

has still failed to effectively intervene.  Such delays have devastating effects on civilians. Conflicts can intensify and 

spread, sides may become further entrenched, and political solutions can become more difficult to 

achieve. The longer it takes a force to fully deploy, the more the situation is likely to devolve. Empirical research shows that the presence of 

peacekeeping missions at or near full deployment significantly reduces violence against civilians. As the nature of UN 

peacekeeping evolves toward more frequent peace enforcement interventions, such as that of the Force Intervention 
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Brigade in the eastern Democratic Republic of Congo, the speed of deployment becomes even more critical. There is 

evidence to suggest that peace enforcement of this kind initiates an increase in the use of violence against the civilians by the armed group 

faced with intervention. Slowly deploying peace enforcement missions can increase threats toward civilians 

before troops arrive to protect them.     

 

Onumajuru ‘05 - delay responsible for Rwandan escalation 

Onumajuru, Maj EV. “UNITED NATIONS PEACEKEEPING OPERATION AND CONFLICT 

RESOLUTION IN AFRICA.” Peace Operations Training Institute. April 2005.  

The delay in intervention by the UN has contributed to the metamorphosis of African crisis to complex conflict 

situations. For example after the break out of the Rwandan conflict in October 1990, it took one year before the OAU deployed the NMOG, and 

three years for the UN to set up the UNAMIR. In the same way when the security council adopted the resolution to deploy UNAMIR II, after the 

world expressed its indignation at the attitude of the UN in Rwanda, it took more than 3 months to have the first batch of troops on the 

ground. The delay in decision-making and implementation of the decision are mostly responsible for the 

escalaREItion of violence.  

 

Vira ’12 – India has given up on acquiring a permanent seat and Indian planners are 

more worried about regional challenges now 
Vira, Varun. “India and UN Peacekeeping: Declining Interest with Grave Implications.” 2012. Small Wars 
Journal. https://smallwarsjournal.com/jrnl/art/india-and-un-peacekeeping-declining-interest-with-
grave-implications?fbclid=IwAR0NeTHIb7v7WiW_nMvy52PiqJBiFeKPdWQsjq7rWUa-
unXW757MTuhkLGo //RJ  

 
IDEALS ARE NO LONGER ENOUGH India serves UNPKOs in service of an ideal of the UN as a strengthened international body for international 

peace and security. Many see peacekeeping as a reward unto itself, but growing undercurrents question engagement with a UN that has 

provided few tangible benefits to the Indian strategic interest. Despite its growing power, India still lacks clout in first-

order international security decision-making, has made little tangible progress toward a permanent 

Security Council seat, and despite a large engagement in African UNPKOs still lags in influence and 

access on the continent. Moreover, India increasingly faces acute domestic security shortages. As a result, growing 

sympathy now trends for the view held by retired Indian Lt. Col. A K Sharma that, “If India needs to flex 

its muscles, pretensions to which it is credited with, or our diplomacy wants to strut and do its stuff, it 

should be done in the immediate neighborhood where its writ is likely to run, where it will be of some 

benefit to at least a portion of its citizenry. Not halfway around the world in some remote corner of 

Africa.”[7] Ideals and traditions are, however, not easily abandoned, and peacekeeping is deeply engrained in India’s perception of itself on 

the international stage. Moreover, as India’s Security Council bid inches closer, there still remains an attachment to the sentiment best 

expressed by retired Indian Lt. Gen Satish Nambiar, a UNPROFOR force commander in former Yugoslavia who stated that, “India has no 

immediate interests in Sierra Leone. But that is not the point. We have to look beyond our immediate interests. As a great country we have 

certain commitments; if we aspire to be permanent members of the UN Security Council it cannot come on a platter – we must develop a stake 

in strengthening the Security Council set-up and such missions help do just that.”[8] The entrance of China as a peacekeeping power has also 

complicated Indian calculations. From once deeply opposed to international intervention on principle, China since the 2000s has rapidly 

expanded its UNPKO participation. By 2011, China was the largest troop contributor among the P-5 countries, expanding from 120 military and 

police personnel in 2003 to 2,146 by 2008. Since the UNTAET mission in East Timor in 2000, China has allowed lightly armed peacekeepers, and 

since 2008 has pushed for the deployment of combat contingents. On one level India welcomes Chinese participation as helping plug key 

resource gaps, but on another resents the disproportionate attention Chinese contributions receive. Additionally, with China and India both 

competing heavily for influence and resources in Africa, where UNPKOs are concentrated, it cannot help but become part of a broader 

competition. UNPKOs, however, now come with lowered expectations. Expecting a permanent seat as a 

transactional reward was overly optimistic and Indian planners now recognize the host of other 

obstacles affect India’s bid – opposition from China, the Kashmir dispute, the Indian nuclear program 
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etc. – and a growing body now favors alternative alignments outside the UN . The ‘African soft power’ argument 

too is not entirely convincing. Africa is important to the Indian strategic interest – the East African coastline is within India’s 

‘near abroad,’ Africa accounts for about a fifth of Indian oil imports, and trade ties are rapidly expanding, but regional challenges in 

Pakistan, Afghanistan, the Indian Ocean, and southeast Asia – all more core to the Indian strategic 

interest – are growing ever more pressing. In net terms, UNPKOs are but one component of Indian defense diplomacy with 

Africa, which in turn is a small component of India’s total economic and political outreach. That too must be seen in comparative terms; in 

FY2009-2010, India’s Rs400bn of aid to Afghanistan was almost twenty times the size of its aid to the entire African continent – giving some 

indication of priorities.[9] 

 

Khan ‘15 - India might stop PKOs bc it hasn’t gotten a seat 

Khan ’15 – India might reconsider support for UNPKO if not represented at the council 
Khan, Aamir. “UNSC’S EXPANSION: PROSPECTS FOR CHANGE AND IMPLICATIONS FOR THE REGIONS AND 
THE WORLD.” Naval Postgraduate School. Dec. 2015. 
https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a632266.pdf. //RJ 
Furthermore, other countries that have huge population and military capability and contribute to maintenance of global peace are also not 

represented at the Council. For instance, India is the second-largest state in terms of population and also one of the top troop 

contributors to the U.N. Peacekeeping Operations (PKO). If India is not represented at the council then it 

might reconsider its support for the UNPKO, which would negatively affect the U.N.’s efforts to 

maintain peace in the world. Similarly, there is a relative decline in the powers of the P5 countries, notably France, Russia, and the 

UK. This relative decline and ise of the other states has raised the demand for expansion of the UNSC to accommodate rising regional military 

and economic powers.  

 

Vira - India leaving PKOs devastating for UN PKOs bc Pakistan also draws down, even small scale draw 

out of helicopters damns operations 

Vira ’12 – Indian departure from UNPKOs would devastate operations; even small 

reductions in helicopters degrade viability of missions and all-out departure could 

trigger Pakistan to withdraw too 
Vira, Varun. “India and UN Peacekeeping: Declining Interest with Grave Implications.” 2012. Small Wars 
Journal. https://smallwarsjournal.com/jrnl/art/india-and-un-peacekeeping-declining-interest-with-
grave-implications?fbclid=IwAR0NeTHIb7v7WiW_nMvy52PiqJBiFeKPdWQsjq7rWUa-
unXW757MTuhkLGo //RJ  
PROMOTING INDIAN-LED REFORM An Indian departure from UNPKOs would be devastating. The UN for all its blemishes works on 

second-order security issues where the rest of the world is unwilling to help, and even small reductions in India’s support – its 

reduction of helicopters for example – can degrade the viability of existing missions. All-out departure 

would devastate UNPKO capacity, particularly as it could trigger a cascading reaction. The size and 

nature of Pakistan’s deployments closely mirror India’s, which given Pakistan’s India-centric calculus 

may be no coincidence. As one example, Pakistani troops with UNOSOM in Somalia are speculated to have persevered in part because withdrawal 

would have drawn unflattering comparisons with India, whose troops were performing well in the south.[11] As such, Indian reductions could 

reduce Pakistani contributions, robbing the UN of two of its largest three contributors. Yet, it would be wrong to 

see India and Pakistan as wholly linked; Pakistan draws its own unique benefits from participating and has its own long tradition of honorable service across many 

missions. The Indian attachment to the ideal of UNPKOs is rapidly evolving. Increasingly, India has stated that its future UNPKO 

contributions will be less automatic, and more tied to a reform of the peacekeeping process that includes improvements in burden sharing and 

greater involvement of troop contributors in the mandate generation process. India is pushing to expand the base of troop contributing countries and to reduce the 

mismatch between the meager resources the UNSC allocates and the ambitious mandates it hands down – all goals shared by the US. More controversially, India 

has also pushed for change in core peacekeeping principles regarding the use of force. In 2011, Indian deputy ambassador to the UN Manjeev Puri stated that 

“principles of consent by host government, neutrality, and use of force in self-defense acquire different connotations” when faced with today’s peacekeeping 
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environments and armed groups, and India has since pushed for more clarity on use of force regulations. The stance, moderate as it is, aligns India closer with the 

US, but places it at odds with many other troop contributors, who prefer risk-averse deployments and oppose enforcement missions on principle. 

 

 

Fortna ‘08 - peacekeeping operations reduce the probability of another conflict by 75% 

Fortna ’08 – peacekeeping reduces probability of another way by 75% 
Fortna, Virginia Page. 2008. Does Peacekeeping Work?: Shaping Belligerents’ Choices After Civil War’. 

Princeton: Princeton University Press. https://press.princeton.edu/titles/8705.html //RJ 

There are two possible ways to handle this issue. One is to use a timeconstant version of the peacekeeping variables. These variables mark 

whether peacekeepers were ever present in a particular case. The other is to include one variable that marks whether peacekeepers are 

deployed at a particular point in time, and another that marks peacekeeping missions that have departed.8 As we might expect given the bias 

discussed above, both approaches yield results that show much stronger effects for peacekeeping than in previous tables. Table 5.4 shows the 

results from these less conservative tests. Using the time-constant peacekeeping variable, we can see that peacekeeping reduces the 

risk of another war by over 75% (column 1). As before, enforcement and consent-based missions are similarly effective (column 2); 

and multidimensional missions have the largest substantive effect, cutting the risk of renewed fighting 

by 94% (column 3). We can have great confidence in these findings, as the levels of statistical significance indicate. Coding for current and 

past peacekeeping missions (column 4) shows that having a peacekeeping mission present reduces the estimated 

risk of another war by about 70%–75%, all else equal, while having had one in the past that has done 

its job and gone home cuts the hazard of another war by 87%–100%.9 (Note that the greater effect for past 

peacekeeping than for current peacekeeping may reflect the fact that peace gets easier to maintain the longer it holds—see below). In 

short, peacekeepers make an enormous difference to the prospects for peace, not only while they are 

present, but even after they depart. They are extremely effective at helping belligerents to set up self-

sustaining peace.10 

 

Brockmeier ‘16 - Libya was justified per R2Ps 

Sarah Brockmeier [a research fellow at the Global Public Policy Institute (GPPi) in 

Berlin], Oliver Stuenkel & Marcos Tourinho [Assistant Professor of International 

Relations at Fundação Getulio Vargas, in São Paulo], “The Impact of the Libya 

Intervention Debates on Norms of Protection”, Global Society, 30:1, 113-133, DOI: 

10.1080/13600826.2015.1094029 
In much of the literature on R2P immediately following the Libya intervention, the language used to 

describe the concept suggests a linear evolution of the norm: R2P is either “alive” or “dead”, it has 

“arrived” or will need to “Rest in Peace.” This arti- cle adds to these voices by arguing that a thorough 

analysis of the debate around the Libya intervention on R2P demonstrates that the debate’s impact is 

more complex and multi-directional than the “R2P: dead or alive?” dichotomy suggests. The 

intervention reignited a discussion that has lain at the heart of R2P since its inception: when and how 

force should be used to protect populations, against the will of a functioning state. The intervention 

showed that, on the one hand, there are circumstances in which UN member states—including the 

veto powers Russia and China—could agree that the use of force is an adequate tool for protecting 

civilians from an imminent threat, even if this force was used without the approval of their 

government. This demonstration that such a situation was in fact possible and the ensuing debates on 

R2P contributed to an increased familiarity with the concept of R2P around the world. On the other 
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hand, the debates on Libya revealed the persisting disagreements within the international com- munity 

on the way in which force should be used to achieve the protection of civilians. 

 

Hall ‘13 - India hates R2Ps and won’t change their opinion 

Ian Hall [Professor in the School of Government and International Relations, 

Australian 

National University], “Tilting at Windmills? The Indian Debate over the Responsibility 

to Protect after UNSC Resolution 1973,” Global Responsibility to Protect, 2013. Avail- 

able at: hps://s3.amazonaws.com/academia.edu.documents/30962090/Tilting_at_ 

Windmills_GR2P.pdf?AWSAccessKeyId=AKIAIWOWYYGZ2Y53UL3A&Expires=15522504

58&Signature= content-

disposition=inline%3B%20filename%3DTilting_at_Windmills_The_Indian_Debate_o.p

df 
Like almost all debate in India on international issues, Indian thinking on R2P is tan- gled up in wider 

discussions about its conduct of foreign policy since independence and about the ideas thought to 

inform it.7 Nominally, Jawaharlal Nehru, India’s first Prime Minister, grounded its postcolonial foreign 

policy in the Panchsheel or ‘Five Prin- ciples’, which were mutual respect for the territorial integrity and 

sovereignty of other states, nonaggression, non-interference, equality and mutual benefit, and peaceful 

co- existence.8 These Principles were developed during a series of negotiations with the People’s 

Republic of China (PRC) in 1954-55 that eventually led to India’s acknowledge- ment of Chinese 

sovereignty over Tibet, and informed both the Bandung Conference of African and Asian states in 1955 

and a United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) reso- lution in 1957.9 The Principles were at once 

conservative and radical: they affirmed the basic rules of international society concerning sovereign 

equality, self-determination, non-interference and non-aggression as set out in the UN Charter, but they 

were radi- cal in so far as they were extended to peoples formerly or still under European colonial 

rule.10 

 

 

Hall ‘13 - India is reminded of old Western colonialism with R2P interventions 

Ian Hall [Professor in the School of Government and International Relations, 

Australian 

National University], “Tilting at Windmills? The Indian Debate over the Responsibility 

to Protect after UNSC Resolution 1973,” Global Responsibility to Protect, 2013. Avail- 

able at: https://s3.amazonaws.com/academia.edu.documents/30962090/Tilting_at_ 

Windmills_GR2P.pdf?AWSAccessKeyId=AKIAIWOWYYGZ2Y53UL3A&Expires=15522504

58&Signature= content-

disposition=inline%3B%20filename%3DTilting_at_Windmills_The_Indian_Debate_o.p

df 



 

 

Indian critics of the idea of Responsibility to Protect (R2P) – within and outside the Indian government – 

have long been some of the most eloquent, vociferous and influ- ential. Their arguments extend long-

standing anti-colonial positions and more recent, post-Cold War, concerns about the rise of 

‘humanitarian interventionism’ among West- ern states. They are often animated by an active sense of 

anti-Americanism or at least by a latent scepticism about American motives and intentions in 

international affairs. The United States, one anonymous Indian commentator recently told Bruce Riedel, 

is ‘both promiscuous and flighty’ – for many Indians, it simply cannot be trusted to do the right thing.1 

But Indian arguments against R2P are also underpinned by anxieties about the fragility of contemporary 

international order and about possible future threats to In- dia’s own sovereignty and autonomy, given 

its many internal conflicts and divisions.2 And though India gave its begrudging support to R2P at the 

2005 World Summit, albeit it at the last possible moment, the sceptics have since held sway over the 

enthusiasts in New Delhi’s thinking. 

 

Gunatilleke ‘16 - Permanent members hold veto over R2P interventions 

Gehan Gunatilleke [human rights lawyer based in Sri Lanka, and is the Research Di- rector of Verité 

Research], “R2P and the Normative Accountability of the UN Security Council,” E-International 

Relations, September 9 2016. Available at: https://www.e- ir.info/2016/09/09/r2p-and-the-

normative-accountability-of-the-un-security-council/ 

Under article 42 of the UN Charter, the UNSC is empowered to authorise military intervention ‘to 

maintain or restore international peace and security’. However, such authorisation will be impossible 

should any of the P5 choose to exercise its veto. The veto effectively trumps all normative criteria 

pertaining to R2P. Even if a factual situation arises where the international community reaches 

consensus that military intervention is justified, the maer is foreclosed if any permanent member 

subjectively decides oth- erwise. 

 

 

Kuperman ‘13 - R2P intervention escalated 

tensions in Libya which increased killing by 10x 
 

 

Mampilly, Zachariah. “Shifts in global power and UN peacekeeping performance: India’s rise and its 

impact on civilian protection in Africa.” Journal of African Affairs. April 2018. 

https://academic.oup.com/afraf/article/117/467/171/4944475 //RJ 
INDIA’S ASCENDANCE AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE FOR AFRICA has produced a substantial body of literature over the past decade.1 Yet, few attempt 

to analyse how India’s rise impacts local political contexts in Africa, as is more common with studies on China.2This article seeks to fill this 

lacuna. It argues that India’s machinations within the United Nations Security Council  (UNSC), where it 

completed a two-year term in 2011–2012, negatively impacted the performance of the UN’s 

peacekeeping force in eastern Democratic Republic of Congo (hereafter, Congo). Through process tracing, it links India’s 

behavior on the UNSC, where it has raised several major challenges to the overarching global 

peacekeeping infrastructure, to the failure of the peacekeeping mission in Congo. As India seeks 
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greater influence at the international level, it will destabilize the boundary between the relatively 

weak and poor countries that traditionally contribute troops to peacekeeping missions, and the 

wealthy, powerful permanent members of the UNSC that pay for them, with detrimental effects for 

peacekeeping performance. 

 

Mampilly, Zachariah. “Shifts in global power and UN peacekeeping performance: India’s rise and its 

impact on civilian protection in Africa.” Journal of African Affairs. April 2018. 

https://academic.oup.com/afraf/article/117/467/171/4944475 //RJ 

At the international level, the Indians pursued a distinct strategy . Specifically, they sought to leverage the 

country’s capacity to deploy aerial power, a key component of the missions in Sudan and Congo, to push for a greater voice 

within the UNSC around peacekeeping missions.75 Towards this end, as the debate around Libya and R2P raged, India began 

threatening to withdraw its four remaining Mi-35 helicopters from MONUSCO (as well as helicopters delegated to the United Nations Mission in Sudan) when its 

LOA expired on 4 July 2011, unless TCCs were given a greater say in designing future peacekeeping missions, much to the chagrin of the P-3. One close observer of 

the UNSC noted that the debate was the ‘most acrimonious’ she had ever witnessed.76 With few exceptions, notably South Africa and Ukraine, no other TCC 

has the capacity or the will to provide helicopters for extended periods, hence making the Indian 

threat a substantive one.77 The government claimed that it faced a domestic need for the helicopters to fight its internal Maoist insurgency – a 

position bolstered by a damning Comptroller and Auditor General report that suggested that operational shortages faced by the Indian Army in its battle with 

domestic insurgents were directly linked to its participation in UN missions. Yet some perceived it as a power play by India to assert more influence over the 

direction of future peacekeeping mandates.78 Leading voices have long called for leveraging India’s contributions to peacekeeping in order to ‘insist on adequate 

representation at the UN Headquarters and on decision-making mechanisms there’.79 India’s Deputy Ambassador to the UN, Manjeev Singh Puri, also spoke openly 

about the need for ‘more consultation’ with key TCCs directly linking the provision of helicopters to the debate around the mandates of peacekeeping missions.80 

During India’s term as President, the UNSC was set to host an ‘Open Debate on Peacekeeping’ at the country’s urging, rendering its threat far more resonant.81 In 

addition, both Brazil and South Africa, India’s rising power allies through groupings such as IBSA and BRICS, were also rotat ing members of the council with similar 

misgivings about the Libyan intervention.82 With the IBSA countries in agreement, both China and Russia would feel compelled to agree.83 Prior to the debate in 

August, India circulated a memo entitled, ‘Peacekeeping: taking stock and preparing for the future’. In the memo, India highlighted the importance of host 

government consent and R2P’s implications for state sovereignty, calling for peacekeeping missions to be treated as a ‘partnership’ between the UNSC, the General 

Assembly and the TCCs, rather than the preserve of the P-3. In addition, in a nod to the withering criticism it faced following the Kiwanja massacre, the memo 

repeated India’s long-standing concern that peacekeeping mandates continued to underestimate the resources necessary with TCCs bearing the bulk of the blame 

when missions failed.84 Effects on peacekeeping in Congo The effect of this debate at the local level was to weaken the 

capacity of the Indian contingent, and hence the overall missions in Congo (and Sudan) . Stung by a 

non-committal response from the P-3 to its reform initiatives, the Indian government reduced its 

material support for the Congo mission while undercutting the capacity of commanders on the ground 

to have operational control over the mission. The newly appointed MONUSCO Force Commander, Lt. Gen. Chander Prakash, began to 

withdraw support for foot patrols and other reforms designed to increase interaction between peacekeepers and civilians in late 2010 .85 In line with India’s 

complaints about the mismatch between mandates and resources, Prakash put forth the official Indian position that resource shortages undermined the capacity of 

the mission to adequately fulfill its mandate of civilian protection.86 This was despite the fact that most of the reforms instigated by Indian commanders in North 

Kivu did not require additional financial outlays. Most importantly, despite agreeing to return its helicopters to North Kivu, the Indian government decided to 

replace the 8 Mi-25/35 attack helicopters and 9 Mi-17 transport helicopters deployed to the missions in Congo and Sudan with six light utility helicopters 

manufactured in India (Chetak and Cheetah). Beyond the net reduction in number, the Indian made helicopters have less military capacity than the Russian made 

Mis and can only undertake surveillance, observation, search and rescue, medical and reconnaissance missions.87 By late 2011, the situation became 

so dire that Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon drafted a letter to the UNSC warning that the lack of 

helicopters made the situation ‘critical’ and calling for members to ‘think outside the box’ to cover the 

shortfall.88 Ukraine offered four Mi-24 attack helicopters in March 2012 and South Africa provided some transport helicopters to cover the shortfall, but 

neither was willing to make the long-term commitment necessary to retain MONUSCO’s aerial advantage. In March 2012, a group of ex-CNDP soldiers loyal to Bosco 

Ntaganda mutinied from the Congolese Army. Claiming that that the government had failed to implement the 23 March 2009 peace agreement with the CNDP, the 

group adopted the moniker M23 for itself. Despite possessing significantly less military power than its predecessor, M23 quickly took control of large territories in 

North Kivu, including the towns of Bunagana on the Ugandan border and marching on to Rutshuru and Rugari despite the presence of an Indian contingent at the 

Kiwanja base.89 M23’s advance led to a massive humanitarian crisis. Both the rebels and government forces 

were accused of war crimes, including the summary executions of civilians, mass rapes, and forced 

recruitment including children, leading to the displacement of hundreds of thousands.90 The above 

evidence suggests that in its confrontation with M23, MONUSCO was hindered by the Indian decision 

to pull its helicopters and equally importantly, to cancel the reforms that improved relations between 
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the mission and civilians. As the International Crisis Group noted, the failure to prevent M23’s rise was related to the ‘militarily passive’ behavior of 

MONUSCO and demonstrated the ‘ineffectiveness’ of the mission.91 Relations with Congolese civilians also declined and both local and national political leaders 

criticized the mission’s performance, a dramatic turnaround from the praise showered on it following the post-Kiwanja reforms.92 In July 2012, following the 

recapture of several towns by joint FARDC/MONUSCO teams, a ceasefire was agreed between M23 and the Congolese government. Yet fighting continued 

intermittently, leading the UN to announce the creation of a 3,000-strong ‘Intervention Brigade’ with the explicit intention of strengthening MONUSCO’s offensive 

abilities for a limited period of time.93 In a first for a UN peacekeeping mission, the brigade, staffed primarily with contributors from other African nations, was 

empowered to carry out targeted offensive operations against armed groups and successfully routed the forces of M23 in November 2013. But despite its success, 

the intervention brigade was never designed as a long-term solution. And four years later, eastern Congo remains a zone of violence. By tracing the performance of 

peacekeeping missions before and after India’s ascension to the UNSC, this article demonstrates how changes in the distribution of global 

power may affect peacekeeping performance. The on-going transformation of the international system is likely to have lasting impacts 

on the performance of future peacekeeping initiatives. Failing to consider the political motivations of troop-contributing countries inhibits our understanding of the 

determinants of peacekeeping success or failure. The rise of the BRICS countries in particular may require the P-3 to cede some control over the design of 

peacekeeping mandates, a position it is unlikely to accept. As India’s decision to withdraw its helicopters to protest the 

Libyan intervention demonstrates, the prior division between TCCs and those that pay for the 

missions in which the former cede any influence over the design of peacekeeping mandates is no 

longer stable. Increasingly, India and other rising powers not only demand a say in devising the mandates 

of peacekeeping operations, but also have the leverage to affect the performance of missions , for better or 

worse. Scholars that focus on the integration of rising powers into existing global arrangements generally conclude that the value of incorporation will trump any 

desire to break away completely. In other words, due to economic and political factors, they will be ‘conservative’ rather than ‘radical reformers’.94 Though several 

voices challenge this consensus,95 India is often singled out as a constructive partner rather than a direct challenger to the existing international order. But an 

examination of India’s behavior regarding peacekeeping raises doubts about whether this narrative will prevail. Focusing on peacekeeping provides a fuller picture 

of the challenges to the prevailing international order that will continue to arise as India, as well as other rising powers, demand a greater say in the decision making 

of international organizations. There are also implications for Indian foreign policy. Historically, Indian contributions to peacekeeping were praised as an integral 

demonstration of its support for the UN and the broader liberal order as well as serving to generate goodwill among African countries and beyond. For example, 

India’s contributions have been recognized as an important argument in favor of granting the country a permanent seat on the UNSC. African countr ies have 

consistently supported India’s ambitions. Even former US President Barack Obama cited the country’s involvement in peacekeeping as a key reason for his 

support.96 Yet, by utilizing peacekeeping to compete with established powers, the country undercuts the 

ability of UN missions to fulfill their mandates. The victory of the Hindu nationalist BJP party in the 

2014 national elections is likely to increase the politicization of India’s role in African peacekeeping . The 

party calls for a muscular foreign policy in line with its belief that India deserves to be treated equally to other recognized powers, making it suspicious of 

extraneous peacekeeping commitments. Combined with the recent calls by the Trump administration to reduce United States support for the Congo mission, the 

net impact is likely to be increased suffering for Congolese civilians. The key lesson from India’s behav ior in Congo is that the performance of 

peacekeeping missions, particularly in relation to civilian protection, is likely to be undermined when 

both rising and established powers treat peacekeeping only as a battleground through which to exert 

influence over the evolution of the international system. For India, continuing to do so may undermine its own historic practice of 

using peacekeeping to generate goodwill in African countries, instead promoting animosity due to its weak performance on the ground. 

Mampilly ’18 – India undermines current efforts by withdrawing military helicopters 

halfway through operations to coerce nations to give it a greater voice in 

peacekeeping operations; results in operation failure and 100s of thousands displaced 

in Congo 
Mampilly, Zachariah. “Shifts in global power and UN peacekeeping performance: India’s rise and its 

impact on civilian protection in Africa.” Journal of African Affairs. April 2018. 

https://academic.oup.com/afraf/article/117/467/171/4944475 //RJ 

At the international level, the Indians pursued a distinct strategy. Specifically, they sought to leverage the 

country’s capacity to deploy aerial power, a key component of the missions in Sudan and Congo, to push for a greater voice 

within the UNSC around peacekeeping missions.75 Towards this end, as the debate around Libya and R2P raged, India began 

threatening to withdraw its four remaining Mi-35 helicopters from MONUSCO (as well as helicopters delegated to 

the United Nations Mission in Sudan) when its LOA expired on 4 July 2011, unless TCCs were given a greater say in designing future 

peacekeeping missions, much to the chagrin of the P-3. One close observer of the UNSC noted that the debate was the ‘most acrimonious’ she had 

ever witnessed.76 With few exceptions, notably South Africa and Ukraine, no other TCC has the capacity or the will to provide 
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helicopters for extended periods, hence making the Indian threat a substantive one .77 The government claimed 

that it faced a domestic need for the helicopters to fight its internal Maoist insurgency – a position bolstered by a damning Comptroller and Auditor General report 

that suggested that operational shortages faced by the Indian Army in its battle with domestic insurgents were directly linked to its participation in UN missions. Yet 

some perceived it as a power play by India to assert more influence over the direction of future peacekeeping mandates.78 Leading voices have long 

called for leveraging India’s contributions to peacekeeping in order to ‘insist on adequate 

representation at the UN Headquarters and on decision-making mechanisms there’.79 India’s Deputy 

Ambassador to the UN, Manjeev Singh Puri, also spoke openly about the need for ‘more consultation’ with key TCCs directly linking the provision of helicopters to 

the debate around the mandates of peacekeeping missions.80 During India’s term as President, the UNSC was set to host an ‘Open Debate on Peacekeeping’ at the 

country’s urging, rendering its threat far more resonant.81 In addition, both Brazil and South Africa, India’s rising power allies through groupings  such as IBSA and 

BRICS, were also rotating members of the council with similar misgivings about the Libyan intervention.82 With the IBSA countries in agreement, both China and 

Russia would feel compelled to agree.83 Prior to the debate in August, India circulated a memo entitled, ‘Peacekeeping: taking stock and preparing for the future’. 

In the memo, India highlighted the importance of host government consent and R2P’s implications for state 

sovereignty, calling for peacekeeping missions to be treated as a ‘partnership’ between the UNSC, the 

General Assembly and the TCCs, rather than the preserve of the P-3. In addition, in a nod to the withering criticism it faced 

following the Kiwanja massacre, the memo repeated India’s long-standing concern that peacekeeping mandates continued to underestimate the resources 

necessary with TCCs bearing the bulk of the blame when missions failed.84 Effects on peacekeeping in Congo The effect of this debate at the 

local level was to weaken the capacity of the Indian contingent, and hence the overall missions in 

Congo (and Sudan). Stung by a non-committal response from the P-3 to its reform initiatives, the 

Indian government reduced its material support for the Congo mission while undercutting the 

capacity of commanders on the ground to have operational control over the mission.  The newly appointed 

MONUSCO Force Commander, Lt. Gen. Chander Prakash, began to withdraw support for foot patrols and other reforms designed to increase interaction between 

peacekeepers and civilians in late 2010.85 In line with India’s complaints about the mismatch between mandates and resources,  Prakash put forth the official Indian 

position that resource shortages undermined the capacity of the mission to adequately fulfill its mandate of civilian protection.86 This was despite the fact that 

most of the reforms instigated by Indian commanders in North Kivu did not require additional financial outlays. Most importantly, despite agreeing to return its 

helicopters to North Kivu, the Indian government decided to replace the 8 Mi-25/35 attack helicopters and 9 Mi-

17 transport helicopters deployed to the missions in Congo and Sudan with six light utility helicopters  

manufactured in India (Chetak and Cheetah). Beyond the net reduction in number, the Indian made helicopters have 

less military capacity than the Russian made Mis and can only undertake surveillance, observation, 

search and rescue, medical and reconnaissance missions.87 By late 2011, the situation became so dire 

that Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon drafted a letter to the UNSC warning that the lack of helicopters 

made the situation ‘critical’ and calling for members to ‘think outside the box’ to cover the shortfall.88 

Ukraine offered four Mi-24 attack helicopters in March 2012 and South Africa provided some transport helicopters to cover the shortfall, but neither was willing to 

make the long-term commitment necessary to retain MONUSCO’s aerial advantage. In March 2012, a group of ex-CNDP soldiers loyal to Bosco Ntaganda mutinied 

from the Congolese Army. Claiming that that the government had failed to implement the 23 March 2009 peace agreement with the CNDP, the group adopted the 

moniker M23 for itself. Despite possessing significantly less military power than its predecessor, M23 quickly took control of large 

territories in North Kivu, including the towns of Bunagana on the Ugandan border and marching on to 

Rutshuru and Rugari despite the presence of an Indian contingent at the Kiwanja base.89 M23’s 

advance led to a massive humanitarian crisis. Both the rebels and government forces were accused of 

war crimes, including the summary executions of civilians, mass rapes, and forced recruitment 

including children, leading to the displacement of hundreds of thousands.90 The above evidence suggests that in its 

confrontation with M23, MONUSCO was hindered by the Indian decision to pull its helicopters and 

equally importantly, to cancel the reforms that improved relations between the mission and civilians . 

As the International Crisis Group noted, the failure to prevent M23’s rise was related to the ‘militarily passive’ 

behavior of MONUSCO and demonstrated the ‘ineffectiveness’ of the mission.91 Relations with Congolese civilians 

also declined and both local and national political leaders criticized the mission’s performance, a dramatic turnaround from the praise showered on it following the 

post-Kiwanja reforms.92 In July 2012, following the recapture of several towns by joint FARDC/MONUSCO teams, a ceasefire was agreed between M23 and the 

Congolese government. Yet fighting continued intermittently, leading the UN to announce the creation of a 3,000-strong ‘Intervention Brigade’ with the explicit 

intention of strengthening MONUSCO’s offensive abilities for a limited period of time.93 In a first for a UN peacekeeping mission, the brigade, staffed primarily with 

contributors from other African nations, was empowered to carry out targeted offensive operations against armed groups and successfully routed the forces of M23 

in November 2013. But despite its success, the intervention brigade was never designed as a long-term solution. And four years later, eastern 

Congo remains a zone of violence. By tracing the performance of peacekeeping missions before and after India’s ascension to the UNSC, this 

article demonstrates how changes in the distribution of global power may affect peacekeeping performance. The on-going transformation of 



 

 

the international system is likely to have lasting impacts on the performance of future peacekeeping 

initiatives. Failing to consider the political motivations of troop-contributing countries inhibits our 

understanding of the determinants of peacekeeping success or failure. The rise of the BRICS countries 

in particular may require the P-3 to cede some control over the design of peacekeeping mandates, a 

position it is unlikely to accept. As India’s decision to withdraw its helicopters to protest the Libyan intervention 

demonstrates, the prior division between TCCs and those that pay for the missions in which the 

former cede any influence over the design of peacekeeping mandates is no longer stable. Increasingly, India 

and other rising powers not only demand a say in devising the mandates of peacekeeping operations, 

but also have the leverage to affect the performance of missions, for better or worse. Scholars that focus on the 

integration of rising powers into existing global arrangements generally conclude that the value of incorporation will trump any desire to break away completely. In 

other words, due to economic and political factors, they will be ‘conservative’ rather than ‘radical reformers’.94 Though several voices challenge this consensus,95 

India is often singled out as a constructive partner rather than a direct challenger to the existing international order. But an examination of India’s behavior 

regarding peacekeeping raises doubts about whether this narrative will prevail. Focusing on peacekeeping provides a fuller picture of the 

challenges to the prevailing international order that will continue to arise as India , as well as other rising powers, 

demand a greater say in the decision making of international organizations . There are also implications for Indian 

foreign policy. Historically, Indian contributions to peacekeeping were praised as an integral demonstration of its support for the UN and the broader liberal order 

as well as serving to generate goodwill among African countries and beyond. For example, India’s contributions have been recognized as an important argument in 

favor of granting the country a permanent seat on the UNSC. African countries have consistently supported India’s ambitions. Even former US President Barack 

Obama cited the country’s involvement in peacekeeping as a key reason for his support.96 Yet, by utilizing peacekeeping to compete with 

established powers, the country undercuts the ability of UN missions to fulfill their mandates. The victory of 

the Hindu nationalist BJP party in the 2014 national elections is likely to increase the politicization of India’s role 

in African peacekeeping. The party calls for a muscular foreign policy in line with its belief that India deserves to be treated equally to other 

recognized powers, making it suspicious of extraneous peacekeeping commitments. Combined with the recent calls by the Trump administration to reduce United 

States support for the Congo mission, the net impact is likely to be increased suffering for Congolese civilians. The key 

lesson from India’s behavior in Congo is that the performance of peacekeeping missions, particularly in relation to civilian protection, is 

likely to be undermined when both rising and established powers treat peacekeeping only as a 

battleground through which to exert influence over the evolution of the international system. For India, 

continuing to do so may undermine its own historic practice of using peacekeeping to generate goodwill in African countries, instead promoting animosity due to its 

weak performance on the ground. 

 

  



 

 

https://www.thehindu.com/news/international/india-contribution-to-un-

peacekeeping/article25968721.ece 

 

Krishnan ‘19  

 
Close to 3,800 personnel have been killed during missions since 1948. Of them, 164 were Indians. Most of the deaths occurred during missions to Congo in the 

1960s and former Yugoslavia in the 1990s. India lost most of its personnel to “malicious acts” (deaths due to factors like revolution, riots, sabotage, terrorism and 

murder). Accidents and illness were other causes. Nearly 80% of the Indian peacekeepers are deployed in Central African 

Republic and South Sudan in various sections. Click on the below circles to see how many personnel have been deployed in what 

capacity.  

 

 

 

 

B: supplying the hardware 

 

Vira - India reluctant to pledge peacekeeping now-- given up on UNSC seat and shifting towards working 

in other institutions 

UNSC seat reinstates India’s place in the UN 

 
 

 

C: Vetoing R2Ps 

 

 

Fung ‘16 - China supports R2Ps now 

Courtney J Fung [Assistant professor of International Relations, University of Hong 

Kong], “CHINA AND THE RESPONSIBILITY TO PROTECT: FROM OPPOSITION TO 

ADVOCACY,” Columbia-Harvard China and the World Program, June 8 2016. Available 

at: hps://cwp.sipa.columbia.edu/news/china-and-responsibility-protect- opposition-

advocacy-cwp-alumni-courtney-fung 
China has traditionally held a hard conception of sovereignty and shown a reluctance to further the 

liberal order.4 Yet its position on the Responsibility to Protect has continued to evolve. Despite China’s 

initial outright opposition to the principle, and predictions that it would at best adopt a cautious 

approach,5 China now firmly advocates building state capacities for the prevention of mass atrocities 

consistent with R2P pillars one and two. As a permanent member of the UN Security Council (UNSC), 

China has endorsed the principle’s application in multiple countries: Democratic Republic of the Congo 

and Burundi (2006); Darfur (2006); Libya, Côte d’Ivoire, South Sudan, and Yemen (2011); Mali (2012); 

Somalia (2013); and Syria (2014). However, it has also vetoed use of the principle, including in Myanmar, 

following its refusal of aid after Cyclone Nargis in 2007. These cases illustrate that while China accepts 

the prudent use of R2P—even per- miing the use of force—it does so under two conditions: (1) the 
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principle is invoked strictly within the confines of the 2005 World Summit Outcome language, and (2) 

apply- ing R2P does not result in significant reforms of the target state’s political infrastructure. 

 

 
 

 

D: Undercutting Operations 

 

Mampilly ‘18 - India unhappy with current representation in the UNSC over peacekeeping 

Mampilly ‘18 - India actively sabotaging operations and politicizing its peacekeepers, will only do this 

more as time goes on 

Mampilly ‘18 - pulled helicopters from Congo operation, resulted in failure of operation, 100s of 

thousands displaced and the entire country experiences high levels of violence still 

 

 

Second, by reinvigorating Indian commitment. 

 

While India has historically been a major contributor of troops, Vira of the Small Wars Journal writes 

that India has become increasingly reluctant to donate peacekeepers. Khan ‘15 of the Naval 

Postgraduate School corroborates that because India is not represented on the council, it is 

reconsidering its support for UN peacekeeping.  

 

Problematically, Vira continues that an Indian withdrawal would devastate peacekeeping globally by 

removing critical Indian military technology, and incentivizing Pakistan, another one of the largest 

peacekeeping contributors, to pull out from the program because Pakistan matches India’s donations. 

Thus, Vira concludes that even small reductions in India’s contributions could degrade the viability of 

entire missions. 

 

The impact is stopping conflict.  

 

Fortna ‘08 of Princeton University writes that UN peacekeeping operations reduce the probability of 

conflict re-emerging by 75%. 
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